Abstract. In order to realize the high precision positioning indoor based on the technology of ultra wideband,this paper proposes one kind of algorithm based on the partial least squares (PLS) and particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm, for the problem about the search ability of PSO algorithm low efficiency. Firstly, The PLS algorithm is used to evalute the initial estimation of position, knowing TOA and the real distance model. Then adhibiting PSO algorithm to optimize the initial position. The simulation results show that, the mean square error of the scheme is up to centimeter level positioning, while the Gauss error is 4. Analysis shows that this algorithm has strong adaptability to complicated deployment environment,and owns the advantage of stable performance, strong robustness.
Introduction
With the development of science and technology, " Location Services" has become the important basis of LBS and IOT for the fine development. Indoor commercial value is proportional to the positioning accuracy, UWB has a strong penetrating power, high time resolution, and the pulse width can reach ns or PS, can achieve centimeter level positioning.So it has become a hot research field.
This paper presents an improved algorithm to improve the positioning precision of the system. In 1983, S.Wold et al proposed a partial least squares (PLS) algorithm,in order to get mathematical modeling of the implicit function between the independent and dependent variables, decomposition and screening approach based on data mining system.The standard PSO algorithm is easy to understand, low complexity, maintenance is simple. But the late optimization problems are slow convergence speeding, easy to fall into local minima and premature convergence.
In this paper, for the first time, the PLS algorithm is applied to indoor positioning, put forward a kind of high precision UWB indoor location algorithm based on partial least squares regression. The simulation results show that: in the indoor environment, the algorithm can effectively overcome the shortcomings of PSO algorithm, with a high positioning accuracy.
The Positioning Scheme Based on PLS and PSO
The method is divided into two stages: the stage of training and positioning stage. In the training stage, train to the mapping of the real distance measurement, according to the known users and base station distance and physical distance learning, then establish a localization model; In the positioning stage, using mapping model training and the time of arrival (Time Of, Arrival, TOA) of the target to the base station, can estimate the position as shown in figure 1. If the monitoring area into a two-dimensional plane, with the presence of n base stations (including fixed base station and mobile station), the m (m<n) is a known coordinate information base, the fixed base station BS. BS measurement data collected by TOA and the distance between BSs can be expressed by
At this time, time of arrival (TOA) and the relationship between the real distance is expressed as:
(1) Among them, ηis the regression coefficient ,εis for the random error. In order to obtain the optimal linear relationship between TOA and distance. It is necessary to make ‖ε‖ 2 minimum, when the hour, can be
From the formula (1) set, T variables may be severe multiple correlation.While the equation (4) is force calculated, the estimation results will fail. In addition, the precision of estimated value not only with the input variables, but also output variables R.The details are as follows:
The initialization of u:u = RI, where RI is an arbitrary R in a column vector;The weight vector of w:w=T T u/u T u calculation T;The normalized t:t = Xw, T -t/ "t";The weight vector of c:c=R T t/t T t calculation R;The normalized u:u = Rc, u -u/ "U";If step 3 of T i k is equivalent to t i k-1 (or the difference between the two in a predetermined range), the T i k has been the convergence of its true value, it can perform step 7; otherwise, to step 2,the (k+1) th iteration;
When MS is away from the BS, R i 0 andR 0 (the true distance) are close, use ( )
Particle swarm optimization algorithm is a new evolutionary algorithm, similarly to genetic algorithm,both are the kind of optimization algorithm based on iterative group. But it is more simple than the genetic algorithm, it has no crossover and mutation operation, the search for the optimal values of the current search to find the global optimal solution.
The main idea of this paper is: the initial position of PLS to obtain coordinates as the original position of the particle, the area around the BS can be used as the target area of it, through the iterative search for the optimal solution, until satisfactory results. The specific steps are as follows:
A: The partial least square regression equation is established, the not standardized regression coefficients were used as target variables to optimize; B: Enter a new set of TOA values, use the model to gain the initial position of the user; C: The initial position is esed as the particle, and the speed of the initial is seted. The fitness function is fixed. The definition of fitness function are as follows:
The definition of fitness function are as follows: Among them, f 1 (x) is the fitting error of sample data, f 2 (x) is reserved for the prediction error model number; m is the number of samples, n is used to predict the number of samples.Y mi is the first m observations of fitted values, y Ni is the first n observations were used to predict the value of prediction, Y i is the value of observation in I th time. In order to find the optimal solution, (9) mested be reached minimum, which is the ultimate fitness function:
Among them, α 1 andα 2 are the weight, α 1 +α 2 =1; D. for each particle, compared the adaptation values of the best location of gbest and the value of experience ,if latter is better, it will be the best current position; E. for each particle, the best fitness value position of the Pbest experience and global adaptation values are compared, if the good, the current global best position; F.The speed and position of the particle is updated; G. if the number of iterations to achieve the preset, executing step h; otherwise executing step d; H. output for optimal results.
The Simulation Results and Analysis
In the study of the positioning algorithm bansed on location mode base station, software simulation method will be used to evaluate the performance of location algorithm commonly. In this section, through the simulation experiment to analyze and evaluate the performance of the UWB indoor localization based on PLS and PSO. Simulation on Matlab platform, all of the code is written using Matlab language. Taking account of the 10m×10m warehouse simulation diagram as test's experiment, four BSs are located in the four corners of the room. The parameters of particle swarm algorithm are as follows: the rate of particle is updated to Vmax=2.5, learning factor C1 and C2 are 1.5, the maximum weighted factor is 0.7368, the minimum weighted factor is 0, the population size of particle swarm into 20. In order to the stablility and accuracy of experimental results, each deployment simulation experiments are carried out 1000 times, the average error of the mean square root of the results as an evaluation basis. The experimental results shown in Figure 2 and figure 3. Figure 3 , depicts the process of particle iterative search to achieve high-precision positioning. The asterisk indicates the position of the particle experiences, red dots indicate the user real coordinates. From here we can see that the estimated coordinates of the algorithm, the final has been very close to the true value.
In figure 4 . When the interference error of the Chan algorithm is small, the precision of positioning is high. But with the interference becomes larger, the positioning error is also growing. The PSO algorithm has little effect on the localization results of interference error. However, in order to achieve high precision location, PSO algorithm can not meet the requirements. UWB high precision positioning scheme is proposed in this paper, successfully combined to the PSO algorithm and Chan algorithm, overcome the PSO algorithm is slow convergence speed, easy to fall into local minima and so on shortcomings.
Conclusion
This paper presents a high precision positioning scheme based on UWB technology, through the time of arrival (TOA) and the real distance relationship, establish the model of measurement distance and physical distance. The model can process effectively the problem of complicated structure in ultra wideband positioning system. Simulation results show that, compared with other algorithms, the proposed scheme not only inherits the advantages of LS algorithm and PSO algorithm, but also achieve high positioning accuracy in a complex environment. This paper is of great practical value and economic value of LBS.
